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Spectroscopic investigations of free-burning vacuum arcs in diffuse mode with CuCr electrodes are

presented. The experimental conditions of the investigated arc correspond to the typical system for

vacuum circuit breakers. Spectra of six species Cu I, Cu II, Cu III, Cr I, Cr II, and Cr III have been

analyzed in the wavelength range 350–810 nm. The axial intensity distributions were found to be

strongly dependent on the ionization stage of radiating species. Emission distributions of Cr II and

Cu II can be distinguished as well as the distributions of Cr III and Cu III. Information on the axial

distribution was used to identify the spectra and for identification of overlapping spectral lines. The

overview spectra and some spectral windows recorded with high resolution are presented. Analysis

of axial distributions of emitted light, which originates from different ionization states, is presented

and discussed. http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4931766

I. INTRODUCTION

Vacuum circuit breakers are widely used as switching

devices in medium voltage electrical networks. Optimization

of such devices for the needs of modern network systems,

such as an extension of voltage range and operation at higher

currents, requires deeper understanding of physical processes

which determine the interruption processes.

During the arc operation, the cathode spots are the main

source of the evaporated material in vacuum arcs. At cur-

rents above 1 kA, the whole surface of the cathode is covered

with spots, which occur simultaneously and feed the plasma

expanding into the gap.1,2 When the current exceeds a cer-

tain value, constriction of the arc in the vicinity of the anode

appears, and the anode spot is formed. It produces additional

intensive metallic vapor in addition to the cathode spots and

might impede current interruption at current-zero.3 This

operation mode should be avoided for successful interrup-

tion. If the anode spot does not appear, the anode is still a

source of material but the vaporization rate is much lower.3,4

For deeper understanding of basic physical processes in

vacuum arcs plasma parameters are needed. High current vac-

uum arcs (HCVA) are intensively studied theoretically and

experimentally.5–9 As a method of choice, optical emission

spectroscopy (OES) is a noninvasive technique to get better

insight into the plasma. Development of vacuum circuit break-

ers raised interest to systematic spectroscopic investigation of

the vacuum arc between Cu and Cu-composed electrodes.

Spectroscopic investigations of the vacuum arc with Cu elec-

trodes are presented in works,10–15 where plasma parameters

were determined. The number of publications dealing with Cu

spectra description is rather limited.10,11,13,15–19 Most of them

have been studied under low current conditions, 100–400A

(Refs. 16–19) and 20–1000A.11 Some of the spectral lines in

the UV range are mentioned by Schellekens,15 while the

plasma temperature and density were determined from the

corresponding line intensities. Spectroscopic methods for

HCVA investigations were applied in order to obtain the exci-

tation temperature of Cu I, Cu II by several authors.10,13

For the application of the plasma characterization meth-

ods based on OES spectral line identification should be per-

formed primarily. The Cu spectrum is densely populated

with lines and contains many transition in abundance,20–25

which often is the reason for overlapping of the lines and

makes the line identification challenging.26 The use of the

alloys causes additional difficulties due to appearance of

characteristic lines of each alloy component. Analysis of me-

tallic spectra is often non-trivial, especially in case of non-

stationary, non-equilibrium discharge such as vacuum arcs,

which requires the measurements with high temporal, spa-

tial, and spectroscopic resolution. The present work introdu-

ces the results of a spectroscopic investigation of the HCVA

with CuCr electrodes. The aim of the work is to perform

spectral line identification of the arc radiation in the wave-

length range 350 nm–810 nm. Spatially resolved spectra

have been analyzed along the symmetry axis of a cylindrical

electrode system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experimental setup27 consists of high-current generator,

model vacuum switch, and diagnostics equipment. The gen-

erator module consists of capacitors, inductors as well as

charging and control units which are connected to a high

speed and high resolution measuring system. There are 30

capacitors of 525 lF each. They are divided to 5 parallel sec-

tions. There are 5 inductors of 4700 lH which are combined

in series with each capacitor group. To generate a 50Hz AC

waveform, this combination is in series with an inductor of

2730 lH. The capacitors can be charged up to maximum
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18 kV to generate a 15 kA in peak AC waveform with a fre-

quency of 50Hz. The LC elements with constant capacity of

262.5lF and stepwise decreasing inductances are coupled in

series to produce rectangular pulses. The capacitors can be

charged up to 18 kV to generate a 5 kA DC waveform over

10ms. The model vacuum switch consists of a vacuum cham-

ber, an electrode system, and pneumatic mechanical actuator.

The vacuum chamber is equipped with flat glass win-

dows (BK7) for spectroscopic investigations and study of the

arc dynamics. The used pumping system provides pressures

below 10–7 mbar. CuCr cylindrical electrodes of 20mm di-

ameter have been used. One of the electrodes is movable

similar to commercial circuit breakers. In the present experi-

ment, the cathode is moveable with constant velocity of

about 1m/s. The arc is initiated by the separation of the elec-

trical contact while a current pulse is applied.

The optical diagnostics system consisted of a high-speed

camera Redlake MotionPro Y6 for visualization of arc dy-

namics. Spectroscopic measurements have been performed

with a spectrograph Acton SP2500 (0.5m focal length) and

combination of deflecting and focusing mirrors with 1:1

magnification ratio. The spectrometer is equipped with two

gratings. For the acquisition of the overview spectra, the

150 g/mm grating allowing for a spectral window of about

120 nm width has been used. To achieve a higher spectral

resolution (about 0.05 nm), a grating with 1800 g/mm and an

entrance slit of 50 lm were used. This parameter set

corresponds to a spectral window of 12 nm. Registration of

acquired spectra was performed by an intensified charge-

coupled device (iCCD) camera (Princeton Instruments PI-

MAX4, 1024� 1024 pixels). The relative spectral sensitivity

calibration of this configuration of the spectrograph is carried

out using a tungsten strip lamp (OSRAM Wi 17/G). The

high-speed camera was operated with frame rate of 20 000

fr/s and exposure time of 20 ls.

Figure 1 shows the synchronization timeline. The begin-

ning of the electrode separation is further referred as moment

t1. In the case of sine-wave operation, the current reaches its

maximum value at about 5ms. The electrode distance is

approximately h¼ 4.5mm. This instant (t2) is chosen for the

spectroscopic investigation. The photographs of the arc at

the instant t2 are presented in Figure 2.

The spectrograph slit is placed in such a way that the spec-

tral information from the region between the electrodes and

perpendicular to the electrode surface was gathered. Examples

of the spectral resolved images are shown in Figure 3.

Both acquisition systems are synchronized with the sep-

aration of the electrodes to insure the reproducibility of the

measurements. The spectrum acquisition starts at instant t2
with a typical exposure time of 200 ls.

III. RESULTS

A. Spectra of high-current vacuum arc (HCVA)

The diffuse arc column occupies the whole inter-electrode

gap as shown in Figure 2(a). The cathode spots are distributed

FIG. 1. Chronogram of the experimental setup and diagnostic apparatus.

Time moment t¼ 0 s corresponds to the beginning of the current pulse; HSC

is time when the high-speed camera acquisition starts; t1 is the time moment

of the contact separation; t2 is the beginning of the ICCD camera acquisition,

with 200ls duration.

FIG. 2. Images of the arc from the high speed camera. I¼ 2.3 kA, h¼ 4.5mm,

exposure time 20ls. Red dashed lines show the projection of the spectrograph

slit.

FIG. 3. Spectrum of HCVA, I¼ 2.3 kA,

h¼ 4.5mm, exposure time 200ls (a)

central wavelength 380nm, (b) central

wavelength 400nm. The solid horizontal

lines mark positions of electrodes edges.

Dashed lines show the boundaries of

three specific different zones.
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stochastically on the cathode surface (Figure 2(b)). Due to

the absence of an external magnetic field, some of the spots

are moving to the lateral side of the electrode. During the

spectral acquisition, the positions of the electrodes are deter-

mined on the OES iCCD images (Figure 3). The horizontal

solid lines indicate the electrode edge position in Figure 3.

The cathode position is determined with accuracy of about

0.25mm. The position of the cathode spots may appear aside

of the line which defines the mean cathode surface location.

A cathode spot in the spectrometer field of view can be rec-

ognized by a strong continuum radiation below the cathode

edge position as in the upper image of Figure 3. The emis-

sion outside of the gap has not been considered for analysis.

The arc column visually appears nearly homogenous,

however, spectrally resolved images indicate that the inten-

sity distribution along the axis strongly depends on the wave-

length (Figure 3). In order to simplify the interpretation of

the complex spectroscopic structure of the spectrum, the

inter-electrode distance was divided in three zones of

approximately equal length: (I) anode zone, (II) cathode

zone, and (III) arc column as shown in Figure 3. For each

zone, the signal is spatially averaged in order to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 4 presents an overview spectrum made of four

spectral windows measured with low spectral resolution. The

discontinuities between the measured spectral windows (shot-

to-shot fluctuations) are compensated by normalization on the

overlapping part of the spectra. The spectra of each zone are

presented with different line style. The figure is scaled to dem-

onstrate the complexity of the spectral distribution and thus the

intensities of the strong lines from zone I are cut out. The quali-

tative difference between the spectra emphasizes that consider-

ation of the axial distribution is important for the identification

of the abundance of the spectral lines. The complex spectral

structure arises from the overlap of many spectroscopic lines

and makes the line identification a difficult task. Furthermore,

the spectrum changes for various axial positions and different

lines can dominate in the same spectral interval. For the identi-

fication of the spectra of HCVA with CuCr electrodes sufficient

spectral and spatial resolution is needed.

The high resolution spectra (50 pm) are presented in

Figure 5. Each spectroscopic window presents the spectra of

three inter-electrode zones with the same line style as in

Figure 4. Well separated single spectral lines are marked

with element label, its ionization state and corresponding

wavelength in nm. Different elements Cu and Cr are distin-

guished with italic and bold text format. In the case of over-

lap of two spectral lines belonging to the same element, for

the second spectral line the distinguishing digits of the wave-

length after decimal point are shown. For example Cr I

529.73 -.89 indicates Cr I 529.73 and Cr I 529.89 spectral

lines. In more complex cases, the element symbol and ioni-

zation stage is shown without wavelength. Spectral lines

which are not presented in known tables20–25 but observed

during the experiment are labeled with question mark “?.”

For most of them according to the axial profile, it is possible

to speculate which element and ionization state they are,

therefore after “?” placed ionization state with corresponding

text style (italic for Cu; bold for Cr). For example “? III,” the

most presented amount undefined lines, is supposed to be

double charged ionic line of Cu.

B. Axial distributions

In the previous work,27 it was noted that plasma species

(atoms and ions) show well distinguished axial distributions

of the intensities. The axial distributions of different spectral

lines integrated over the spectral line profile are normalized to

the maximum value of their spatial distributions, the results

are shown in Figure 6–9. For each distribution, the wavelength

(in nm) of the spectral line and corresponding energy level of

upper energetic state (in eV) are assigned. The distributions

are derived from high resolution spectra (like, e.g., Fig. 5),

which are obtained for the three different zones. Position

z¼ 0mm corresponds to the anode edge. The position of the

cathode is indicated by the shaded rectangle, because the cath-

ode is moving. The width of the rectangle reflects the cathode

travelling distance during the spectral acquisition.

Figure 6 presents thee axial distributions of the atomic

line intensities (Cr I and Cu I). They are characterized by in-

tensive radiation peaks near the electrodes and lower inten-

sity in the gap. Due to spatial resolution of the optical system

of about 0.5mm, the radiation profiles in vicinity of the elec-

trodes are broader than expected. Near the cathode, an addi-

tional profile smoothing is caused by uncertainty in cathode

position due to the movement during the contact separation

and statistical behavior of cathode spots on the cathode sur-

face and on the cathode lateral surface.

FIG. 4. Overview spectrum of HCVA with CuCr electrodes, I¼ 2.3 kA, h¼ 4.5mm, gate 200 ls. The light grey line—represents spectrum of zone I (near

anode), the blue line with open circles corresponds to zone II (near cathode) and red ones to zone III. The assignments of the inter-electrode zones are

shown in Figure 3.
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In Figures 7 and 8, the axial distributions of intensities

for single and double charged ions are shown. Axial distri-

butions have been acquired for most intense spectral line in

the chosen spectral windows (see Fig. 5). The deviation of

the intensity distributions is related to the reproducibility

of the experimental conditions, like, e.g., instant of the

arc ignition. Differences between distributions near the

cathode area emphasize statistical random appearance of

the cathode spot processes and require more detailed

investigations.

Single charged ions show a great number of well

resolved spectral lines with strong intensities. Axial distribu-

tions of Cr II look smoother and show better reproducibility

for different shots in comparison to distributions of Cu II

(Fig. 7). The intensity fluctuation can be therefore used as an

additional criterion for the line identification.

Axial profiles of Cr III are very noisy (Fig. 8). There are

only few Cr III lines which can be selected for investiga-

tions, however, they have a low intensity and are emitted in

the UV range. Intensity of Cu III lines is also weak; however,

there is a larger choice of well separated lines in the visible

range. The experiments show that an increase of the current

leads to immediate intensity growth of double charged ion

lines.

The information about the axial distributions of the

intensities of different species for arc current I¼ 2.3 kA is

summarized in Figure 9. Distributions for ions can be well

distinguished. The first maximum for Cu II is shifted to the

FIG. 6. Relative intensity distribution of the atomic spectral lines along the

arc axis. (a) Cr I, (b) CuI. z¼ 0mm is anode position, shaded area at

z¼ 4.5–5.2mm is the position of the cathode during exposure time.

FIG. 5. High resolution spectra of HCVA with CuCr electrode, I¼ 2.3 kA, h¼ 4.5mm, gate 200ls. Same line styles as in Figure 4.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for the ions Cr II (a) and Cu II(b).
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arc column in comparison to Cr II. The distribution of the

Cu III is narrower in comparison to Cr III. Close to the an-

ode, the intensities are very sensitive to the axial position.

Restricted spatial resolution of experimental setup makes the

identification of the second maximum for single charged ion

radiation near to anode complicated. Further investigations

are necessary here. Three axial zones can be identified in ac-

cordance with maximum of radiation intensity for different

ionization stages. The axial zones are marked I, II, and III in

accordance to the ionization stage of the species. The com-

parison of the relative intensities acquired in indicated zones

displays the dominant ionization stage in a certain spectral

region. It is useful as for accurate identification on the basis

of the high resolution spectra, Figure 5 as well as to infer

low resolution overview spectrum (Fig. 4).

C. Identification of the spectral lines

Several data sources20–25 are used for spectral lines

identification. Zaidel table of spectral lines25 is used for the

intensive lines identification. Other spectral databases

applied to complete the identification, such as Striganov,24

NIST,20 and Kurucz.21 These databases contain similar infor-

mation for the majority of transitions. However, Refs. 21 and

24 include most transitions. Concerning the specific case of

Cu II, the database24 is mostly used. Some data for the sec-

ond ionization state for Cu (Cu III) like the wavelength

information energy levels of the transition for Cu III are pre-

sented in Ref. 23 only. The information about higher ioniza-

tion states of Cu, for instance, Cu IV can be found in Ref.

22. Comparison between these data and the results of current

measurements confirms that such ionization state is not pres-

ent in the plasma for studied parameter range.

Assignment of the spectral lines on the base of spectro-

scopic tables20–25 has been verified by axial distribution of

the species emission. Unambiguous identification is required

for obtaining axial intensity distributions of a single species.

However, this is a quite difficult task since many lines are

overlapping. Therefore, an iterative analysis of the experi-

mental spectra has been applied. The final results of the axial

distribution are shown in Figures 6–9. In the case of the

overview spectrum, the isolated spectroscopic lines cannot

be resolved (Fig. 4). However, it is possible to distinguish

the spectral regions where the line intensities which belong

to certain ionization state are dominating. These regions are

marked on the top of Figure 4 with I, II, and III correspond-

ing to the ionization state. For instance, Cu II lines are well

isolated in the region of 720–810 nm, even when it is neces-

sary to pay attention to the emission of atomic lines of Cr I

at 746.23 nm and Cu I at 793.31 nm. Similar situation is

observed with intensity of Cu II lines in the range

490–509 nm, However, it should be noted that in this region,

few week lines of Cu III (494.49 nm and 500.13 nm) occur

which could become more intense for higher currents.

D. Parameters variation

The axial distributions have been studied for different pa-

rameters, namely, current, distance between electrodes, and

contact separation velocity. Due to the interdependent nature

of the latter parameters to influence each other and thus con-

tribute to the global behavior of the investigated system.3

Therefore, it is convenient to fix one of the parameter and to

make a variation of the others. A DC current pulse with the

possibility to change current amplitude has been used.

A spectral interval 505–520 nm was chosen for study of

parameter variation. It contains well resolved spectral lines

of different ionization states of Cu, among which were cho-

sen Cu I 510.55 nm, Cu II 508.84 nm, Cu III 513.07 nm for

the study of the axial distributions. Spectral acquisition in

different time instants corresponds to spectra of the arc with

different length. Figure 10 shows the axial distribution

acquired with fixed value of DC current I¼ 2.3 kA for the

arc length h¼ 1.2mm, 2.2mm, 4mm, and 4.8mm.

The axial distributions have similar shapes and qualita-

tively coincide with distributions of Cu lines from Figure 9

scaled according to the distance between the electrodes.

Maximum intensities have been observed in the close vicin-

ity to the electrodes.

Variations of the contact separation speed in the range

of 1m/s–2m/s with I¼ 2.3 kA have been investigated as one

of the parameter. The analysis clarifies that the axial distribu-

tions have the same behavior as in Figure 10 for the same in-

stantaneous electrode distance.

For a vacuum arc variation of the current in significant

range is not possible due to the appearance of instabilities.

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for the ions Cr III (a) and Cu III(b).

FIG. 9. Normalized intensity distribution of the spectral lines with respect to

different ionization states of Cu or Cr along the arc axis.
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Therefore, values of current have been investigated in range

of 1 kA–2.3 kA when the anode spot is not presented yet.

The lower currents are not presented due to low signal to

noise ratio for spectroscopic investigations, so far for the cur-

rents less than 2 kA Cu III spectral lines are weak and not ap-

propriative for investigations. Axial distributions of Cu I and

Cu II lines for different currents are presented in Figure 11,

where different line styles correspond to different currents

and different color to different ionization state.

For a fixed current value, the axial distributions do not

change qualitatively. The spatial distribution stretches and

shrinks along the electrode gap. For the current values above

2 kA, the axial distribution has similar proportion, i.e., high

intensities of Cu I in the vicinity of the electrodes and low

intensities in the gap. It is interesting to note that intensity

maximum of Cu I decreases with increase inter-electrode

gap (Figure 11). The axial distributions of Cu II have the

maximum near the cathode and smoothly decrease in the

gap. Opposite situation for Cu II takes place for arcs with

I¼ 1 kA, when the maximum of Cu II intensity occurs near

the anode side. Meanwhile, Cu I distributions decrease

smoothly at the maximum at the electrode edges into the

gap. The maximum of Cu I radiation occurs at the anode

side.

Results of investigations in DC conditions show that for

different delay time, i.e., different electrode gaps, the distri-

butions are similar but scaled according to the gap length

(Fig. 10). The width of the near electrode zones depends on

experimental parameters, like, e.g., current and electrode

material, and remains approximately unchanged for different

distances between electrodes. The bulk length increases with

growing electrode gaps. Such behavior can draw an analogy

between vacuum arc and glow discharge with its well-known

structure.

Variation of the current density shows that axial distri-

butions are changing (Fig. 11). However, they keep the scal-

ing behavior for different electrode distances. Most

significant changes concern Cu II intensity distribution, the

maximum of distribution for current I¼ 1 kA is placed near

anode, opposite to the case with I¼ 2.3 kA. The intensity dis-

tributions of Cu I have a larger decay length from the cath-

ode side into the gap. Intensity of double ions is very weak

and could not be detected due to low signal to noise ratio.

Thus for low current densities (in our case it is 0.35 kA/cm2)

ionization degree of the plasma into the gap is lower, the rea-

son could be lower electron temperature in the plasma bulk

for low current densities. Increasing current leads to appear-

ance of spectral lines of double charged ions with maximum

of the intensity near anode, while Cu II has maximum of in-

tensity near the cathode and decreasing of intensity with dis-

tance from the cathode. Such behavior can be the result of

ionization processes in plasma column from single ions to

double ions due to high electron temperature.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A limited number of studies dealing with spectral line

identification in vacuum arcs with Cu electrodes have been

found in the literature.11,16–19 The first work which contains

tables of optical transitions of copper spark in vacuum arc

was published by Ravary and Charles,16 where lines of Cu I,

Cu II, and Cu III were identified in UV and visible range

(240–660 nm). Spectra for pure Cu electrodes have been

studied under low current conditions, 100–300A,16–18

175–340A,19 and 20–1000A.11 Some of them report spectra

in a wide wavelength range17,18 with quite low spectral reso-

lution (around 1 nm) from which it is possible to recognize

the Cu I and Cu II lines only. Practical use of the tables and

low resolution spectra is problematic, especially when the

spatial and time resolution is disregarded. Thus it is difficult

to correlate the results of present work with previously meas-

ured spectra. However few comments can be made.

Abundance of Cu I spectral lines11,18 result from quite

long acquisition times during and after the current pulse. In

pulsed current regime, the atomic line radiation has much

longer decay time in comparison with ion emission.18

Slower decay of the atomic emission was also detected in

case of Ga electrodes.28 In the present work, the spectrum

FIG. 10. Normalized intensity distributions of the spectral lines with respect

to different ionization states of Cu obtained at different instants at fixed cur-

rent of 2.3 kA at different instants t2 2ms, 3ms, 4ms, and 5ms.

FIG. 11. Intensity distributions of the spectral lines with respect to different

ionization states of Cu obtained for different currents in DC mode I¼ 1 kA,

2 kA, and 2.3 kA and at different instants t2 3ms, 4ms, 5ms, and 6ms.
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was recorded at the peak value of the current and only

strongest Cu I lines can be recognized. Significant emission

of the Cu III (unlike to the previous works11,16–19) could be

a result of higher arc current. Increasing of Cu III inten-

sities with arc current have been demonstrated in Ref. 14.

Significant contribution of Cu III emission results in very

complex spectra. Axial distributions presented for different

species show local maxima at specific spatial positions

(Fig. 9). Intensity maxima for atomic lines occur close to

the electrodes. At the small distance (0.7–1mm) from the

cathode, a first maximum of singly ionized ions appears.

The maximum of the double charged ions appears at further

away from the cathode. Similar axial behavior for atomic

and ionic states was found in vacuum arcs with Al, Zn, and

Ga-In electrodes.5,29,30

Images of HCVA with CuCr electrodes in spectral inter-

vals selected by interference filters 4256 5 nm, 4976 5 nm,

and 6256 5 nm have been presented in Ref. 31. The bright

plume near the anode observed in the wavelengths ranges

4256 5 nm and 4976 5 nm we attribute to the presents of

Cu III spectral lines. The current investigations show that in

both spectral regions spectral lines of Cu III are present, see

Figure 5, moreover for chosen current conditions as in Ref.

31 (I¼ 15 kA) intensity of Cu III should be dominant, since

intensity of Cu III spectral lines increases with increasing

current density. Thus, the axial intensity distribution pre-

sented in this work does not contradict with the observation

reported in Ref. 31.

Finally it can be concluded that axial intensity distribu-

tions are specific for each type of the emitting species.

The phenomena can be observed in a wide range of the ex-

perimental condition rather than being unique for the used

experimental setup. It should reflect basic physical properties

of the vacuum arc. It is well known that the cathode spots

are the source of both ions and atoms.32 Consequently,

an intense radiation of ions and atoms should occur near

the cathode. The rapid decline of atomic radiation in this

region is a result of fast ionization processes, which lead to

rapid increase of Cu and Cr ions in vicinity of the cathode

(Fig. 9).33

The ions originating from the cathode spots have axial

velocity about 106cm/s (Ref. 34) and are able to cover the

large distances within the gap. Nevertheless, the intensity of

the single charged ion spectral lines is decreasing with dis-

tance from the cathode, while the intensity of double charge

ions is increasing. The authors of Refs. 5 and 29 explain this

fact with a high electron temperature (about 6 eV), which

was obtained by calculations6 and measured by electrical

probes in Ref. 35, where also shown that electron tempera-

ture grows with the distance from the cathode to anode.

The increase of atomic radiation near the anode surface

is caused by the emission of atoms by the anode.6,12,19,36 The

mechanisms of such emission have different sources, for

example, the evaporation due to heating of the anode surface

by arc itself6 or material sputtering.36 The atoms emitted by

the anode become ionized in the vicinity of the anode and

form “slow” ions.12 Existence of a second maximum near

the anode in axial distribution (Fig. 9) for ionic component

can be the result of those processes.

Table I summarizes the data of the local maximum posi-

tion, ionization energy and range of energy levels from

which the intense line radiation occurs for spectral lines in

range 350–810 nm. The energies corresponding to the wave-

lengths of line emission belong to the range from 1.8 eV to

3.4 eV. However, the upper energetic levels are spread over

a large range of energies, starting from 2.9 eV for the atomic

line of Cr up to 30 eV for the double charged ions of Cu.

Concerning the atomic emission of Cr and Cu, their transi-

tions results from the excitation of energetic levels distrib-

uted from 2.9 eV to 7.8 eV and constitute a relatively large

range. Some of the Cr I lines even originate from auto-

ionization levels. It might be remarked that Cu I emission is

only observed from four district lines. Cr transitions origi-

nate from a wider scale of energy than Cu. Furthermore, one

can note that Cu II and Cu III transitions arise from energetic

levels close to the ionization threshold, in contrast to Cr III,

where the upper levels are well below the ionization energy.

Indeed, emission lines of the latter ion are coming from ener-

getic states (11 eV–14 eV) which have about half energy

compared to Cu III transitions (26 eV–30 eV). Note that most

of the transitions of Cu II are identified to come from energy

levels ranging from 15 eV to 18 eV, only few transition origi-

nates from the range 10 eV to 11 eV, indeed they correspond

to the spectral lines, identified with Striganov database.24

Remarkably, one can observe that the emission lines of

different radiative species located at the same axial position

originate from energetic levels with a large difference. For

instance, in the middle of the gap, where radiation of Cu III

and Cr III are dominating, energetic levels around 11 eV to

14 eV lead to Cr III emissions while the radiation of Cu III

originates from energy states elevated from 26 eV to 30 eV.

Consequently, the coexistence of such difference in energy

between excited species raises questions about the energy

distribution within the gap. Although no explanation can be

claimed, one can suppose in any event that the energy distri-

bution may be entangled with the particle density distribu-

tion within the gap and/or with the spatial charge particle

distribution.

V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

The spectrum of the vacuum arc in chosen conditions

contains atomic, ionic, and double ionic spectral lines of Cu

and Cr. There are several spectral lines which could not be

TABLE I. Energy of the upper emitting level (E), ionization energy (Ei) and

position of the intensity distribution maximum as a distance from anode (d)

taking from Figure 7. *—corresponds to spectral lines which exist only in

Striganov24 database.

Species d (mm) Ei (eV) E (eV)

Cr I 0; 4.5 6.77 [2.9–7.8]

Cu I 0; 4.5 7.73 [3.8–7.7]

Cr II 4.3 16.50 [6–7]; [8–10]; [13–14]

Cu II 3.9 20.29 [10–11]*; [15–18]

Cr III 1.4 30.96 [11–14]

Cu III 1.1 36.83 26–30
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identified according to the tables.20–25 Nevertheless, consid-

ering the axial distributions of these lines, they could be

assigned to Cu III. The other elements as well as higher ioni-

zation states of Cu or Cr were not detected in the spectrum.

Moreover, the continuum radiation is very weak and requires

higher currents to reach intensities which can be evaluated

for spectroscopic diagnostic of plasma parameters, e.g., elec-

tron density determination.14

In spite of visual homogeneity of the light along the dis-

charge axis, a significant variation of the spectral lines inten-

sity distribution in the gap has been observed. It was shown

that each ionization state has its own specific spectral line in-

tensity distribution in the gap. Each distribution exhibits a

maximum. The maxima of atoms, ions, and double ion distri-

butions are well distinguished and appear to have different

position within the electrode gap. The structure of the axial

intensities distributions is scaled with the inter-electrode dis-

tance; however, it depends qualitatively on discharge

current.

Analysis of spectra along the axis gives some essential

advantages in comparison with traditional approaches for arc

analysis along the arc radius. The electrode gap can be di-

vided into zones, where a spectrum is dominated by a

selected ionization state. Such method allows for separating

the line groups and may give an advice for identification of

weak lines, unknown lines, and overlapping lines due to the

huge amount of radiative transitions.

Low resolution overview spectrum indicates that it is

possible to select wide wavelength ranges where emission of

species in ionization stage of interest is dominating. This can

enhance diagnostics of the discharge by means of fast cam-

era imaging if the proper spectroscopic filters are used. The

spectral windows with higher resolution are useful for pre-

selection of the spectral range for diagnostics.

The separation of the emission belonging to species in

different ionization stages along the inter-electrode distance

can be seen from results of other works5,29,30 and can be

related to basic properties of the HCVA without magnetic

field. However, even qualitative interpretation of the phe-

nomena is unsatisfactory at present time. Well distin-

guished difference in axial distribution of Cu II and Cr II

ions as well as for Cu III and Cr III ions have been pre-

sented in addition and it calls for a qualitative theoretical

description.

Detail analysis of the transition energies for the pre-

sented species in the spectra and comparing it with the corre-

sponding axial distributions could arise the hypothesis about

charged particle distribution in the gap. Based on the present

work, further detailed investigations are necessary.
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